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VidyoRoom and VidyoPanorama 600
Remote Control API User Guide
This document is intended to provide a description of the VidyoRoom and VidyoPanorama 600
Remote Control API. It’s designed to serve as an introduction to developers and integrators
wishing to develop and/or integrate user interface devices with the VidyoPanorama 600 and
Vidyo HD-series VidyoRoom room systems (hereafter referred to simply as VidyoRoom in this
document).

Introduction
The VidyoRooms provide a network interface allowing third parties to augment VidyoRoom
functionality with third-party input/output devices used to control and manage the VidyoRoom.
The interface is offered as a TCP-based network interface and a local serial interface. The bidirectional interface carries commands from the controlling device to the VidyoRoom as well as
events, status updates, and requested information in the opposite direction.
It’s important to note that some of the potential third-party devices are rather weak in processing
power, and it is therefore a goal to keep CPU and memory usage down to a minimum without
sacrificing too much on clarity and readability. Controller device software development is
typically based on simple event-action models that use simple communications schemes with
their controlled device. As a choice, the interface defined herein is simple, thin and flat and is
not based on XML or other elaborate message/data encoding schemes.

Remote Control API Basics
Network Setup
The following illustration shows a likely setup of the Controller device together with the
VidyoRoom. In the illustration, the Controller is deployed locally on the same local area network
with the VidyoRoom.
If using a network interface, the VidyoRoom must have a fixed IP address or alternatively a fixed
hostname which can then be mapped to a partially dynamic IP address by means of a
DNS/DHCP server. The same IP and physical interfaces are used to communicate with the
VidyoPortal and VidyoRouter.
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Network Setup of Controller with VidyoRoom
To provide the VidyoRoom with instructions, the Controller can:

 Initiate a TCP connection to a pre-configured port on the VidyoRoom (default is 60777). The
connection can be kept up continuously or set up and torn down intermittently. Multiple
Controllers can be connected to the VidyoRoom in parallel.

External Control Interface Syntax
The Remote Control API syntax is based on new-line (LF) terminated messages (types of which
are given below) comprised of white-space (SPACE, TAB) delimited tokens and dot(.) delimited
variable paths.

 All messages strings are encoded using UTF-8.
 Parameters containing white space should be enclosed within double quotes.
 Parameters containing quotes should use \” instead.

Command Types
The VidyoRoom Remote Control API uses the following basic command types:
a. Requests from the Controller to the VidyoRoom are prefixed with “Request”. Request
types include some basic requests such as joining a conference or dialing a call. They
also include requests to status updates and status update registrations. Requests are
sent as a single line and are terminated with a new line.
b. Response to a request is sent from the VidyoRoom to the Controller. Responses
contain the success code to the requests and any other extra information required.
Responses can contain single line (e.g., response for request Initialize) or multiple lines
if additional information, other than the success code is sent back (e.g., response for
Request addresses). Responses are terminated with an OK or an error followed by a
new line.
c. Events that occur on the controlled VidyoRoom are reported to the Controller using an
indication prefixed by “Event”. Example types include an incoming call or a call
disconnection. Events carry some basic information about the occurring event, but as a
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rule, complete information about status changes on the VidyoRoom can be acquired
through status updates. Events are single line and are terminated by a new line.
d. Status changes on the VidyoRoom are relayed to the Controller using indications
prefixed with “Status”. Status changes are passed as part of a hierarchical data structure
containing the relevant status information of the VidyoRoom. Status commands are
single line and are terminated by a new line. Status is sent to the Controller in response
for these two reasons:
 Controller explicitly requested it (e.g. request status).
 Controller had subscribed to receive status updates (through request register) and

there was a change in the subscribed status.
e. Messages are sent to the remote from the remote controller. Messages can be text
information, errors, or warnings. They are sent to the remote only if the remote has
registered to receive them. By default, no messages are sent. It is good practice to
subscribe to them to know if a wrong PIN is entered or if the room is full.
As a general rule, when developing a user-facing controlling element, button presses should be
mapped to Remote Control API requests while changes on the user-facing display should follow
Remote Control API status changes or events. Requests should not be assumed to take effect
until the expected set of events and status changes occur.

Data Path
For set operations and status messages, some Vidyo client internal state information is exposed
through the interface.
Client state information can be used in set operations, and retrieved in status and events, as
described in the following sections.
State variables form a tree and are written in dot notation. Related values are collected in the
same sub tree:

 Call.State (ringing|joining|joined|leaving|idle)
 Call.Peer (“Full Peer Name”)
 Microphone.[Mic number].Mute
 Microphone.[Mic number].Mute.Local

Concurrency
Multiple requests can be sent to the VidyoRoom without waiting for a response, and those
requests are handled in the order in which they were received. The responses are sent back in
order of processing and are guaranteed not to interleave. It is good practice to use Request ID
so that the responses can be mapped to their corresponding requests.
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Request ID
To ease on concurrent programming, every request may include an ID field. This ID is repeated
back to the caller with the response.

 The Request ID field is optional.
 The Request ID can be any combination of the characters ‘0’-‘9’ (e.g., 43561)
 The Request ID field would be the second one in a request field and the last one in the
response.
For example:
Request 123 Join Name “Jim Moore”
OK 123

Registering for Updates
The Remote Control API can be instructed by the Controller to provide a specific set of events
and status updates. This is done by using the Register request with the appropriate identifier.
When there are multiple Controllers, a unique set of registration is kept for each of the
Controllers.
The following are examples of registration commands.

a. Register for all status updates
Request Register Status

b. Register for all events
Request Register Event

c. Register for status updates related to call state
Request 002 Register Status Call.State

d. Register for an incoming invite event
Request 001 Register Event Invite

e. Register for all message updates
Request Register Messages

Initialization Sequence
When connecting to the VidyoRoom, the Controller must initialize the connection by sending an
Initialize request and waiting for an OK to be sent back. The Initialize request contains a
username and password allowing access to the VidyoRoom. A Controller name is provided as
well.
The default username is “username” and the default password is “password”. These can be
configured from the Admin pages.
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Request 123 Initialize <username> <password> “Main Control”
OK 123

An Initialize request may be sent at any point in time. An Initialize request causes the interface
to reset and all prior registrations to be removed.
Typically, a Controller will want to register to at least receive a subset of the possible status
updates and a subset of the possible events that the VidyoRoom may generate. See the
previous section for more information.
An example of an Initialization sequence that would register for all Status updates, Events, and
Messages would look like this:
Request
OK
Request
OK
Request
OK
Request
OK

Initialize username password "Main Control"
Register Status
Register Message
Register Event

Finally, a Controller may want to sync its status with that of the VidyoRoom (e.g., the
VidyoRoom may already be in a call when the Controller comes up). To do this, the Controller
requests that the relevant status updates be sent immediately using the Status request. The
Controller will receive the latest status for the path (and its sub-paths) specified subsequently
and thereafter whenever the value of these paths changes.
Request 334 Status Call.State
Status Call.State Joined
OK 334

Working with Multiple Controllers
The Remote Control API allows for multiple Controllers to be in contact with a single VidyoRoom
unit. Each Controller can register to receive a different set of events and status updates. Note
that different Controllers may issue requests which are contradictory. The VidyoRoom may then
either respond with an error or may ignore the request. It is up to the system integrator to make
sure these types of contradictions do not occur or that if they can occur, that they are properly
handled.

Remote Control API Requests
The Controller may issue requests to the VidyoRoom, requesting that a certain action be taken.
Some of the requests supported by the Remote Control API relate to interface management
while the rest relate to actual VidyoRoom functionality.
A response to a request can include several lines of information terminated by a line carrying
the token OK. Most requests do not return data. Instead, the Controller receives an OK
response indicating successful processing of the request or an Error response carrying an error
code. Note that receiving an OK in response to a request does not mean that the request has
successfully executed and taken effect. For some requests, it might simply indicate that as a
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request it has been successfully parsed, some initial checking of its relevancy have taken place,
and that its execution will follow. In those cases, the actual effect of a request may be tracked
using events and status updates.
If you are not using IDs, issuing multiple requests in parallel through the same Controller is not
recommended as the Controller will not be able to match the responses with the requests. If you
are issuing IDs, this is not the case.
Note Single quotation marks should be added around parameters within requests that contain
periods (‘.’). For example, Request Status Room.‘qa.test’.locked.

Initialize
The Initialize request is used to initialize the Remote Control API by providing a username and
password for authorization and a Controller identifier uniquely identifying the Controller. An OK
is sent if the command successfully completed. Otherwise, an error code is provided.
The Initialize request may be given at any point in time and will cause all registrations for events
and status updates to return to their default state (i.e. no registrations).
The syntax for the Initialize request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Initialize <Username> <Password> <Controller Identifier>
The <Username> and <Password> provided are compared against a Remote Control APIspecific username and password on the room system.
The <Controller Identifier> is used for identifying the Controller and associating the requested
status and event updates. The name is also used for logging and debugging purposes. When
using multiple Controllers with the same VidyoRoom, the <Controller Identifier> must be unique.
OK returned by this call implies successful completion of the request.

Register
The Register request is used to register the Controller for event or status updates. The request
indicates the event or status to subscribe. This request uses the same string of tokens that
would be provided when the event or status update is sent from the VidyoRoom to the
Controller. An OK is sent once the events or status updates have been registered to the
requesting Controller.
The Register request can be provided at any time after Initialization has been completed.
The syntax for event Register request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Register Event
The remote Controller will be registered to all events the system provides. Events can be of type
Joined, Disconnected, and Calling.
The syntax for the status update Register request is as follows:
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Request [<id>] Register Status [token describing the status path]
For [status path], a list of tokens describes a path within the hierarchical data structure
representing the VidyoRoom status. Once registered, updates will be provided for status data
under the node identified by the path, including descendants within the hierarchy. Accordingly, if
no tokens are provided for the [status path], all status updates will be sent to the Controller.
The hierarchical data structure representing the VidyoRoom status is described later in this
document. Some examples of registering for status updates and events can be found in
Registering for Updates. There are certain paths to which the Controller cannot be subscribed.
One example would be “Conference.Bandwidth”. However, there is no verification done when
registering if these paths can be subscribed or not other than the fact that these paths are valid
paths.
The syntax for message update Register request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Register Message [error | warning | info]
Messages are sent from the VidyoRoom to the remote Controller. The messages can be free
text information, errors, or warnings. They are sent to the remote Controller only if the Controller
has registered to receive them. By default, no messages are sent.
OK returned from this request implies successful completion.

Status
The Status request is used by the Controller to retrieve Status data identified by the path
provided with the Status request. The path provided identifies the location within the hierarchical
status data structure under which all status data items will be sent back to the Controller. The
path is given using the same set of tokens that would be used in the status update messages.
An OK is sent once the Status request has been processed and all statuses provided back to
the Controller.
The Status request can be provided at any time once Initialization has been completed.
The syntax for Status request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Status [tokens describing the status path]
[status path] describes a path within the hierarchical data structure representing the VidyoRoom
status. Updates will be provided for status data under the node identified by the path, including
descendants within the hierarchy. Accordingly, if no tokens are provided for the [status path], all
status data will be sent to the Controller.
Status is only sent for the leaf nodes that are descendants or equal to the path specified. Each
node is sent in a separate message or line conforming to the Status message syntax together
with the hierarchical data structure used to represent the endpoint status. When all requested
Status nodes have been returned, the controller receives an OK indication followed by newline.
In case of an error, the controller receives an Error indication containing an error code and
followed by a new line.
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Addresses
The Addresses request can be used by the Controller to retrieve a list of addresses matching a
certain pattern. The Controller provides the pattern as well as the number of items requested
and the offset within the list of destination addresses matching the pattern.
The VidyoRoom provides a list of addresses matching the pattern. Each address returned is
prefixed with “Address”. At the end of the list, an OK is sent indicating the request has been
successfully completed.
The Addresses request can be provided at any time once Initialization has completed. Note that
the execution of the Addresses request can be lengthy as the VidyoRoom must retrieve the list
of destination addresses from the portal through a set of one or more SOAP requests.
The syntax for the Addresses request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Addresses <Address Pattern> <Entity Type> <Sort Order>
<Offset in list> <Number of Entries>
The <Address Pattern> is used to search the portal’s user database for users or rooms that can
be called or joined. It can contain pattern for either name or extension.
The <Entity Type> specifies the type of addressable entities being sought with the possible
values of Any, Room, User, Legacy, MyRooms, UserRooms, or MyContacts.
Since the list can be extensive, the sort order given in <sort order> can be Ascending or
Descending.
The offset in the ordered list, given in <Offset in list> and the number of requested entries given
in <Number of Entries> allow the Controller to request the list in consecutive parts or sections.
Offset in the list and Number of Entries must be a positive integer number. These indexes start
with one (i.e., if offset is one, the first member of the list is returned, etc.). Number of entries is
the total entries that match this pattern irrespective of the number of entries requested.
The list of addresses, users, or rooms found to match the given pattern is returned using this
syntax:
[Address <number>/<out of total> <Entity Id> <Entity Type> <Display
name> <Extension> <Status> <PIN required> <in favorites> <Room Locked>
<Tenant> <Room status>\n]
[[Address …]]\n
OK <id> \n
One line for each returned address.

 A unique identifier for the addressable entity is provided in <Entity Id>. The <Entity Id> can
be used to initiate other operations, such as inviting a user to a call or conference.

 The <Entity type> provides the type of addressable entity with possible values of Room,
User, or Legacy.
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 The <Display Name> provides the textual display name of the addressable entity which
would typically be shown to the end-user operating the Controller.

 Likewise, <Extension> provides the digit extension for the entity.
 The <Status> provides the user’s or room’s status with None, Offline, Online, Busy,
BusyInOwnRoom, or status_unknown.

 If a PIN is required to access the addressable entity, the <PIN Required> is set to Yes.
 If the entity is part of Contacts, Yes is returned (Due to a known issue, this currently always
returns Yes).

 If the room is locked, Yes is returned.
 The tenant name.
 <Room status> can be empty, full, occupied, or status_unknown.
Note A single user record returned by the portal may be mapped to two Address entries —
one for the user and the other for the user’s room.
The list is preceded by an OK line with the request id followed by Address lines, and ending with
an extra \n. Note that if there are fewer addresses than the desired <Number of Entries>, the
addresses found will be returned and then terminated by a \n. If there are no addresses
matching the pattern, only an OK is returned.
In support of forward compatibility, Controller implementations should be ready to accept and
ignore additional fields beyond the present set.
The table below provides the relevant error codes for the Addresses request.

Join
The Join request is used by the Controller to have the VidyoRoom join a conference. The
Controller simply provides the conference or room name to join with the Join request. If in the
proper state and if the request is successfully parsed, the VidyoRoom will respond with an OK
and then initiate the sequence of actions required to join the conference.
The Join request can be provided when the Call State is Idle and once Initialization has been
completed.
The syntax for the Join request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Join <Identifier type> <Room/Conference Identifier>
[<Para1>] [<Para2>] <PIN>
With <Identifier type>, the Controller indicates the type of identifier being used. The options
include EntityId, Name, Ipc, RoomKey, or Extension.
An EntityId is an entity ID that can be acquired using the Addresses request (see Addresses).
Alternatively, if an Entity ID is not available, the Name of the room can be used directly. If a
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name is used, it must uniquely identify the room or conference being joined. Therefore, the
“Room/ Conference identifier” parameter can be any of the following:

 When the Identifier type is EntityID, it can be Room ID or Conference ID. Para1 and Para2
should not be specified for this type.

 When the Identifier type is Name, it can be Room name, Conference name, or URL for a
room or conference on a different portal. Para1 and Para2 should not be specified for this
type.

 When the Identifier type is Ipc, it is a string describing an external room in the email address
format. Para1 and Para2 should not be specified for this type.

 When the Identifier type is RoomKey, it is the URI of the portal to which both the Roomkey
exists and the current endpoint is logged in. In this case, Para1 should be the Portal address
and Para2 should be the RoomKey. For example:
Request Join Roomkey “https://main.vidyo.com” “inrF3MXyF2UIo”

 When the Identifier type is Extension, it is the numeric value obtained from the Miscrosoft®
Outlook meeting invite. For example:
Request Join Extension 666228670042
Note The Extension Identifier works with scheduled rooms only and not with personal or
public rooms.
A PIN must be appended to the end if it is required. If a PIN is used with the Extension Identifier
type, the Extension and PIN should be separated by a space. For example:
Request Join Extension 6663369 6653
With the Join request, the <Room/Conference Identifier> must uniquely identify the room or
conference to be joined.
The table below provides the relevant error codes and error messages for the Join request.
Error Code

Definition

Error Conference locked

The request to join was not accepted because the conference
room was locked.

Error Wrong pin

The request to join was not accepted because the provided
PIN was rejected.

Error Room capacity reached

The request to join was rejected because the system’s
capacity was exceeded.

Error Unable to Join
Conference

The VidyoRoom is not in Idle state and is therefore not ready
to accept a Join request (VidyoRoom itself was in a call/busy
when it tried to join another room).
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Call
The Call request is used by the Controller to have the VidyoRoom call a specific user or another
destination such as a legacy system. The Controller simply provides the destination or user to
call with the Call request. If in the proper state and if the request is successfully parsed, the
VidyoRoom will respond with an OK and then initiate the sequence of actions required for the
call.
The Call request can be provided when the Call State is Idle and once Initialization has been
completed.
The syntax for the call request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Call <Identifier type> <Destination Id>
With <Identifier type>, the Controller indicates the type of identifier being used. The options
include EntityId, the Name of the user or Gateway. An EntityId is an entity ID that can be
acquired using the Addresses request. Alternatively, if an Entity ID is not available, the Name of
the user (display name) can be used directly. If a name is used, it must uniquely identify the
user being called. Therefore, the “Destination Id” parameter can be any of the following:

 When Identifier type is EntityID, it can be any endpoint ID.
 When Identifier type is Name, it can be any endpoint name or URL for an endpoint on a
different portal.

 When the identifier type is Gateway, it can be a legacy conferencing system which can be
called through a gateway. When the identifier type is Gateway, the Syntax for Request Call
is: Request [<id>] Call Gateway <GatewayPrefix><LegacyDeviceIP>. For example: Request
Call Gateway 441891172.16.62.75; In this case 441891 is a GatewayPrefix and
172.16.62.75 is the LegacyDeviceIP (make sure there is no space between GatewayPrefix
and LegacyDeviceIP).
With the Call request, the <Destination ID> must uniquely identify the user or destination to be
called.
Depending on the success / failure of this request, the events that may be generated for the
Controller are calling, joined, and disconnected.
Similarly, the following status may be sent assuming the Controller registered to receive these
status updates:

 Call.originator (Only sent during the state of ringing)
 Call.peer
 Call.state
 Call.type
 Conference.Participants.*
 Endpoint.state
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Note The remote control server maintains the state of the Controller. Therefore, if the status
did not change since the last time, the status is not resent even if the Controller is
subscribed to it. On the other hand, request status call bypasses this cache to return
status values to the Controller.

Record
The Record request is used by the Controller to record conferences and start live webcasts of
conferences in progress that can be viewed by internal users, as well as the general public. All
webcasts are also automatically recorded and stored in the VidyoReplay Library. After the
recording of the webcast is complete, users can share it by emailing a link to it.
Once a Start<RecorderId>request is sent, a Stop request must be sent before executing
another Start request since two recordings can’t exist for various recording profiles at the same
time.
The syntax for the Recording request is as follows:
Request Status Conference.Recording
The Recording Profile ID, description, and number of all available recording profiles are returned
along with the Webcast Link. If you want to return specific profiles, use any of the following
syntaxes.
To obtain the number of available recording profiles:
Request Status Conference.Recording.Profile.NumberOf
To obtain the Recording Profile ID and description for the profile under the given index:
Request Status Conference.Recording.Profile.<index>
To obtain the Recording Profile ID for the profile under the given index:
Request Status Conference.Recording.Profile.<index>.Id
To obtain the Recording Profile Description for the profile under the given index:
Request Status Conference.Recording.Profile.<index>.Description
To obtain the Recording Profile ID, description, and number of all available recording profiles:
Request Status Conference.Recording.Profile
For example:
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.NumberOf 3
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.0.Id "01"
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.0.Description ""CIF-RECORDER""
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.1.Id "02"
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.1.Description ""SD-RECORDER""
Status Conference.Recording.Profile.2.Id "03"
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Status Conference.Recording.Profile.2.Description ""HD-RECORDER""

The syntax for the Start request is as follows:
Request Set Conference.Recording.Start <Id>
The syntax for the Stop request is as follows:
Request Set Conference.Recording.Stop
The syntax for the Pause request is as follows:
Request Set Conference.Recording.Pause
The syntax for the Resume request is as follows:
Request Set Conference.Recording.Resume
The syntax for the Webcast Link request is as follows:
Request Status Conference.Recording.WebcastLink
The Webcast Link can only be generated on the Meeting Control page.

Answer
The Answer request is used by the Controller to answer an incoming Invite. With the Answer
request, the Controller can indicate whether the call should be accepted or rejected. If in the
proper state and if the request is successfully parsed, the VidyoRoom will respond with an OK
and then accept or reject the incoming invite.
The Answer request can be provided only when the Call State is “Ringing” and only if the
Initialization has completed.
The syntax for the Answer request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Answer <Accept or Reject>
Depends on VIDYO_CLIENT_IN_EVENT_ANSWER / VIDYO_CLIENT_IN_EVENT_DECLINE.

Super Sensitive Mode
When the Super Sensitive Mode request is enabled, audio is received in its native state. If
disabled, audio is processed by the connected Phoenix Quattro devices.
Use the following requests.
To check the Super Sensitive Mode state from Phoenix devices:
Request Status Phoenix.SuperSensitive
To enable or disable Super Sensitive Mode:
Request Set Phoenix.SuperSensitive <yes or no>
To check the Super Sensitive Mode state and software version of the Phoenix devices:
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Request Status Phoenix.Version

Presenter Mode
When the Presenter Mode request is enabled and a user joins a meeting, instead of seeing all
the participants, the user only sees the presenter. Additionally, if the presenter has not yet
joined the meeting, the user sees a message telling them to please wait for the meeting to
begin.
The room owner can use the following Presenter Mode requests.
To switch the conference to Lecture Mode:
Request Set Lecture.Start
To switch the conference back to Group Mode:
Request Set Lecture.Stop
To set the presenter:
Request Set lecture.<ParticipantID>.SetPresenter
To unset the presenter:
Request Set Lecture.<ParticipantID>.RemovePresenter
To dismiss RaiseHand requests:
Request Set Lecture.<ParticipantID>.RaiseHand.Dismiss
To dismiss all RaiseHand requests:
Request Set Lecture.RaiseHand.DismissAll

The other participants on the call can use the following Presenter Mode requests:
To send RaiseHand requests:
Request Set Lecture.RaiseHand Yes
To cancel RaiseHand requests:
Request Set Lecture.RaiseHand No
Note If one of the participants raises their hands, a notification is not triggered for VidyoRoom
units that are set as the presenter. However, this notification will display on the Control
Meeting page that is accessed via a browser window.

Presenter Centric Mode
When the Presenter Centric Mode request is enabled, participants do not appear automatically
on the display. You can create and run a script from an external machine or use the remote
control to pin the participants on the display.
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Note Presenter Centric Mode must be set before joining any conferences.
The syntax for the Presenter Centric Mode request is as follows:
Request Set Lecture.PresenterCentric <Yes or No>
The syntax for the Presenter Centric Mode status request is as follows:
Request Status Lecture.PresenterCentric
All paired VidyoRoom systems should be in an idle state when running the external script. The
script checks the Presenter Centric Mode status for each VidyoRoom system using the Request
Status Lecture.PresenterCentric syntax. If the script determines that Presenter Centric Mode is
disabled for any of the VidyoRoom systems, then it will enable Presenter Centric Mode using
the Request Set Lecture.PresenterCentric<Yes> syntax.
The external script should be restarted if a new configuration for the VidyoRoom systems needs
to be applied, such as changing the IP Address, number of displays, display names, and
number of displayed participants. The script has a GUI that contains a Pin button to repin all
participants when necessary. For example, the Pin button needs to be clicked after starting the
script; otherwise, the script will not run. Also, when a pinned participant disconnects or mutes
their camera, the participant’s tile disappears and is not replaced with a different tile until the Pin
button is clicked.
Note Presenter Centric Mode can be enabled in older versions of VidyoPortal.

Sort Tiles By Name
The Sort Tiles By Name request is used to sort participants in alphabetical order within the
same display. The syntax for the Sort Tiles By Name request is as follows:
Request set SortTilesByName <yes or no>
Note If you are based in Turkey, enter “tr-TR” after the “yes”.

Disconnect
The Disconnect request is used by the Controller to disconnect the VidyoRoom from a
conference or a call. If in the proper state and if the request is successfully parsed, the
VidyoRoom will respond with an OK and then proceed with disconnecting the VidyoRoom.
The Disconnect request can be provided only when the Call State is not Idle and only if
Initialization has completed.
The syntax for the Disconnect request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Disconnect
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Note Events and status generated by disconnect will be similar to those of call.

Cancel
The Cancel request is used by the Controller to abort an ongoing call request.
The syntax for the Cancel request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Cancel

Conference Stats
The Conference Stats request is used to obtain utilization data on available rooms. Most of the
conference stats subsets return data during calls, but the following stats will always return 0:
Bandwidth Transmit App, Bandwidth Receive App, and Bandwidth Receive Total.
The syntax for these conference stats are as follows:
Conference.Stats.Bandwidth.Transmit.App
Conference.Stats.Bandwidth.Receive.App
Conference.Stats.Bandwidth.Receive.Total

Set
The Set request is used to control various aspects of the VidyoRoom operation by selectively
changing values within the hierarchical status data structure. Only specific values can actually
be set. With the Set request, the Controller must include the path to the data item to be set
followed by the value itself. If the item is able to be set and if the request is successfully parsed,
the VidyoRoom will respond with an OK and will then carry out the requested change, which will
result in changing the relevant status data item.
The Set request can be provided at any time after Initialization is complete.
The syntax for the Set request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Set <One or more tokens describing the status path>
<Value>

KeyPress
The KeyPress request allows a remote controller to simulate key or button presses on a
standard issued VidyoRoom remote control as well as any keyboards that might be attached to
the VidyoRoom. By sending the KeyPress request, the remote control can simulate a keyboard
attached to the VidyoRoom or input from the remote control.
The syntax for the KeyPress request is as follows:
Request [<id>] KeyPress <Tag> <KeyCode>
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When issuing this request, the remote control must provide a <Tag> to identify the source for
the key-press. When the Tag field is set to “None”, the KeyCode value is assumed to be
sourced from regular keyboard key presses and is based on ASCII codes. When the Tag field is
set to “Remote”, the KeyCode value is assumed to be sourced from VidyoRoom remote control
keys.

KeyPress Command Values
The following table lists the KeyPress command values as they are mapped from the current
VidyoRoom remote.
Remote Control Key

Key Code Value

Manage

77

Self-View

86

Privacy

80

Toggle

84

Connect

113

Mute

35

Volume Up

107

Volume Down

109

Status

90

Share

72

Left

37

Up

38

Right

39

Down

40

Zoom In

33

Zoom Out

34

A

118

B

119

C

120

D

121

0–9

48-57
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Remote Control Key

Key Code Value

#

111

*

106

Del

8

Ok

13

Back

27

Home

36

Settings

83

Note Del and Disconnect map to the same value. Disconnect only applies when in a
conference.
KeyCodes for A, B, C and D will be deprecated in future releases.Sending key
combinations, such as Shift+2, is not supported.
Trigger event: VIDYO_CLIENT_PRIVATE_OUT_EVENT_NETWORK_CONTROL

AddressBook
The AddressBook request is used by the Controller to manage the “Address book”. With this
request, contacts can be added or removed from My contacts.
The syntax for the AddressBook request is as follows:
Request [<id>] AddressBook <Add or Delete> <EntityId>

Calendar Integration
The Calendar Integration request allows the VidyoRoom to display upcoming scheduled
meetings from a Microsoft Exchange® calendar or a Google Calendar™ that the user specifies.
This enables the system to display meetings that are taking place up to three hours in the future
and up to one hour in the past, as well as display or hide meeting details.
If in the proper state and if the request is successfully parsed, the VidyoRoom will respond with
an OK and then proceed with displaying upcoming scheduled meetings from the calendar.
The syntax for the Calendar Integration request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Status Calendar
The syntax for the Account Email request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Status Calendar.AccountEmail
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The syntax for the Calendar Items request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Status Calendar.Items

Invite
The Invite request is used by the Controller to have the VidyoRoom invite a specific user or
other destination, such as a legacy system. The Controller simply provides the destination or
user to call with the Invite request. If in the proper state and if the request is successfully
parsed, the VidyoRoom will respond with an OK and then initiate the sequence of actions
required for the invite. The proper state means that only the owner of the room can invite an
online user to a conference. The owner must also be in the conference.
The syntax for the Invite request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Invite <Identifier type> <Destination Id>
With <Identifier type>, the Controller indicates the type of identifier being used. The options
include Entity ID, Name of the user, or a Legacy device. An EntityId is an ID that can be
acquired using the Addresses request. Alternatively, if an Entity ID is not available, the Name of
the user (display name) can be used directly. If a name is used, it must uniquely identify the
user being called. Therefore, the “Destination Id” parameter can be any of the following:

 When Identifier type is EntityID, it can be any endpoint entity ID.
 When identifier type is Name, it can be an endpoint display name.
 When identifier type is Legacy, it can be the Legacy device dial string. For example:
Request Invite Legacy 441891172.16.62.75; In this case 441891 is a GatewayPrefix and
172.16.62.75 is the LegacyDeviceIP (make sure there is no space between GatewayPrefix
and LegacyDeviceIP).
With the Call request, the < Destination ID> must uniquely identify the user or destination to be
called.
Note If the room is set with a moderator PIN, it is required to include the <Moderator PIN> in
the request as well.

DTMF
The DTMF request allows a remote Controller to send DTMF tones to the conference in
progress.
The syntax for the DTMF request is as follows:
Request [<id>] DTMF <KeyValues> <Interval>
Each of the characters in KeyValues will be sent at an interval specified by the last parameter in
milliseconds (default value – 500 milliseconds).
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Reboot
The Reboot request allows a remote Controller to reboot the room system.
The syntax for the Reboot request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Reboot

Shutdown
The Shutdown request allows a remote Controller to shut down the room system.
The syntax for the Shutdown request is as follows:
Request [<id>] Shutdown

HDMI – CEC
Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) is a HDMI (High Definition Multimedia Interface) feature
designed to allow users to command and control CEC-enabled devices that are connected
through HDMI.
VidyoRoom supports a Pulse-Eight USB to HDMI-CEC adapter for HDMI-CEC interoperability.
When a CEC-enabled television is connected to VidyoRoom using the Pulse-Eight USB to
HDMI-CEC adapter, the television can be controlled using the Remote APIs as described
below.
The DisplayON request turns on and off the TV displays connected to the VidyoRoom. The
DisplayInput request activates and deactivates the display input of the displays connected to the
VidyoRoom.
The syntax for the DisplayON request is as follows:
Request Set DisplayOn Yes|No
The syntax for the DisplayInput request is as follows:
Request Set DisplayInput activate|deactivate

Error Codes
The following table lists the error codes and the reasons they might be received.
Error Code

Definition

VCXCI_ERROR

A general error occurred without the ability of the
VidyoRoom to diagnose the problem.

VCXCI_ERROR_BADREQUEST

An error occurred when parsing the request (e.g.,
too few parameters).
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Error Code

Definition

VCXCI_ERROR_NOT_INITIALIZED

Initialization has not been successfully completed
and must be called before using any other
Request.

VCXCI_ERROR_REQUESTFAILED

Backend could not process the request (e.g.,
version mismatch).

VCXCI_ERROR_UNAUTHORIZED

Authorization failed, most likely due to the
username and password not matching those
expected by the VidyoRoom or another Controller
with the same name is already registered with the
VidyoRoom.

VCXCI_ERROR_SENDING_REQUES
T

An error occurred when sending the request.

VCXCI_ERROR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

Feature being used is yet to be implemented.

VCXCI_ERROR_CAPACITY

The request to join was rejected because the
system’s capacity was exceeded.

VCXCI_ERROR_INVALID_MESSAGE

The Register request is not for either status or
event.

VCXCI_ERROR_NOT_FOUND

The VidyoRoom could not find the entity being
addressed in a Join or a Call request.

VCXCI_ERROR_NOT_UNIQUE

The VidyoRoom found more than one entity
matching the string identifying the addressable
entity.

VCXCI_ERROR_RESPONSE_TIMEO
UT

There was a timeout in receiving a response for
this event.

VCXCI_ERROR_UNKNOWSTATUS

The Register request asked to receive status
updates for an unknown location within the
hierarchical status data structure.

VCXCI_ERROR_INVALID_PARAMET
ER

The Register request asked to receive event or
status of an unknown type.

Remote Control API Events
Certain events occurring on the VidyoRoom side are relayed and indicated over the Remote
Control API. Event indications are prefixed with “Event” and are followed by the event type and
parameters. Controllers may use the information provided with the event to display status
changes or request an action from the user. Additionally, Controllers may request additional
information or register to receive additional status updates from the VidyoRoom.
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Invite
The Invite event is sent to the Controller when the VidyoRoom is invited to a conference room or
to a point-to-point call with a user. With the event indication, the type of invitation (conference or
point-to-point) and the source of the invitation are provided. The Controller may respond with an
Answer request indicating whether the invite should be accepted or rejected.
Note With the Invite event, several status changes take place and will be reported to the
Controller in parallel if it is registered to receive them. Those include the Call State, Call
Type, Call Originator, and Call Peer.
The syntax for the Invite event is as follows:
Event Invite <Invite type> <Conference/Call Identifier>
The following table describes the information provided with the Invite event.
Event Parameter

Definition

Invite Type

Indicates whether the invite is to a conference/room or to a call with a
user. Possible values are:

 Conference.room
 Call
Conference/Call
Name

Identifies the conference/room to which the VidyoRoom is invited or a
user in the case of a point-to-point call.

Implementation
Depends on VIDYO_CLIENT_OUT_EVENT_INCOMING_CALL.

Calling
The Calling event is sent to the Controller when the VidyoRoom has dialed out to another user
and is waiting for an answer from the other end. The event indication includes the identity of the
called party. No action is expected from the Controller and the event is provided solely as a
status update.
Note With the Calling event, several status changes take place and will be reported to the
Controller in parallel if it is registered to receive them.
The syntax for the Calling event is as follows:
Event Calling <Called Party>
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The following table describes the information provided with the Calling event.
Event Parameter

Definition

Called Party

Identifies the party which was invited by the VidyoRoom to a point-topoint call.

Implementation
Depends on VIDYO_CLIENT_OUT_EVENT_CALLING.

Joined
The Joined event is sent to the Controller when the VidyoRoom has successfully joined a
conference. The event indication includes the identity of the conference/room. No action is
expected from the Controller and the event is provided solely as a status update.
Note With the Joined event, several status changes take place and will be reported to the
Controller in parallel if it is registered to receive them.
The syntax for the Calling event is as follows:
Event Joined <Conference/room>
The following table describes the information provided with the Joined event.
Event Parameter

Definition

Conference/room

Identifies the conference/room to which the VidyoRoom is joined.

Implementation
Depends on VIDYO_CLIENT_OUT_EVENT_CONFERENCE_ACTIVE.

Disconnected
The Disconnected event is sent to the Controller when the VidyoRoom has been disconnected
from the conference either remotely or locally. The event indication includes a reason parameter
indicating the reason for the disconnection. No action is expected from the Controller and the
event is provided solely as a status update.
Note With the Disconnected event, several status changes take place and will be reported to
the Controller in parallel, if it is registered to receive them.
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The syntax for the Disconnected event is as follows:
Event Disconnected

Remote Control API Status Data
The status of the VidyoRoom is provided over the VidyoRoom Remote Control API through
status requests and updates. Accessing individual elements of the VidyoRoom status can be
viewed as traversing a hierarchical data structure with data elements being associated with the
object they describe.

Status Message
A status update is sent from the VidyoRoom to the Controller under one of the following
conditions:

 The Controller requests an immediate query on one or more status data items.
 The Controller has registered for updates on one or more status data items and those
changed.
The status update syntax is as follows:
Status <tokens of path to data item> <data item value>
At least one token is given to describe the path within the hierarchical data structure. The value
of the data item is given as the last token of the Status message.
If the Data Item is “Read” the syntax to get its value is:
Request Status <tokens of path to data item>
If the Data Item is “Write” the syntax to set its value is:
Request Set <tokens of path to data item> <data item value>
Both of these return the status update as mentioned above upon successful completion.
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Endpoint Status Data
Endpoint status data includes information relating to the VidyoRoom and the user associated
with the VidyoRoom unit.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Endpoint.State

The state of the endpoint with respect to portal/server
connectivity. One of the following values is possible:

Read
only

 SignedOut – a state with no Vidyo manager
 NotConnected – A state with valid Vidyo manager
but no activity

 Connected
 Online
Endpoint.Username

The username currently associated with the
VidyoRoom.

Read
only

Endpoint.DisplayName

The display name associated with the user currently
online and using the endpoint.

Read
only

Endpoint.Language

The language currently used by the endpoint as a
function of the user profile associated with the endpoint.
Cannot be subscribed.

Read
only

Endpoint.Version

Client software version (endpoint version).

Read
only

Endpoint.ApiVersion

Plugin API version.

Read
only

Endpoint.Settings.
ShowLabels

In-conference participants display names. Cannot be
subscribed.

Read /
Write

Endpoint.Settings.
SelfView

Sets or gets the self-view option. Option can be None
or Dock. Cannot be subscribed.

Read /
Write

Endpoint.Encrypted

Whether the connection is encrypted.

Read
only

Endpoint.MaxUplinkBw

Maximum uplink speed.

Read /
Write

Note Requests will only show the value if it was
previously set. If no maximum uplink speed was
set, the request will always return -1.
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Endpoint.Max
DownlinkBw

Maximum downlink speed.

Read /
Write

Note Requests will only show the value if it was
previously set. If no maximum downlink speed
was set, the request will always return -1.
Endpoint.Portal

Portal name.

Read
only

Endpoint.Type

Whether the endpoint is Room or Panorama.

Read
only

Endpoint.Tenant

Endpoint Tenant Name.

Read
only

Call Status Data
The Call Status data includes information relating to the state of the call or conference with
which the VidyoRoom is engaged. Depending on the state of the call, different call-related data
items may become available.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Call.State

The state of the call/conference starting with Idle when
not being engaged in any sort of call or conferencerelated activities up to the Joined state when the
VidyoRoom is in a point-to-point call or a conference.
Possible states:

Read only

 Idle
 Ringing
 Calling
 Joining
 Joined
 Leaving
Call.Type

The type of conference. Possible values:

 Multipoint
 PointToPoint
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Call.Peer

The name of the user with which the VidyoRoom is
engaged for a point-to-point call. The name of the room to
which the VidyoRoom is joined for a multipoint
conference.

Read only

Call.Originator

The name of the call originator. If a point-to-point call, this
would hold the calling party name. If the VidyoRoom was
the one initiating the call, the value of the field is empty. If
a multipoint conference, this would hold the name of the
room to which the user was invited. This will only return
the correct information while the call is in ringing state.

Read only

Call.Recording

Whether the call is being recorded.

Read only

Call.Webcast

Whether the call is being webcast.

Read only

Conference Status Data
The Conference status data includes data related to an on-going conference including the
number and identity of the other participants and the total receive and transmit bandwidths.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.Participant.
NumberOf

The number of participants, including yourself,
currently participating in the conference to which the
VidyoRoom is joined.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
Summary

The summary of all participants in the conference,
Read
which contains the following details: number of streams only
and Display Name, URI, StreamID, and whether the
participant is pinned.
Cannot be subscribed but should be called when
participant changes.
Result example:
Status Conference.Participant.
Summary.NumberOf 2
Status Conference.Participant.
Summary.0.Displayname user34
Status Conference.Participant.
Summary.0.URI scip:CsAPI1379029419-8c9447b0befae9379fd3-6149d496822bb2e;transport=TCP
Status Conference.Participant.Summary.0.StreamId 4
Status Conference.Participant.Summary.0.PinnedOn 0
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.Participant.
SortedSummary

The summary of all participants in the conference
sorted in alphabetical order, which contains the
following details: number of streams and Display
Name, URI, StreamID, and whether the participant is
pinned.

Read
only

Cannot be subscribed but should be called when
participant changes.
Conference.Participant.
<X>.Uri

URI of conference participant at the given index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.DisplayName

The display name associated with participant at index
X.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.
VideoResolution.Width

Video resolution width of the participant at the given
index.

Read
only

Note This API only works for getting other
participants resolution width. If trying to get your
own resolution width, it will return 0.
Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.
VideoResolution.Height

Video resolution height of the participant at the given
index.

Read
only

Note This API only works for getting other
participants resolution height. If trying to get
your own resolution height, it will return 0.
Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.VideoRateRecv

Received video rate from the participant at the given
index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.AudioRateRecv

Received audio rate from the participant at the given
index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.Firs

Number of FIRs from the participant at the given index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.Nacks

Number of nacks from the participant at the given
index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.VideoFrame
Rate

Video frame rate from the participant at the given
index.

Read
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.
VideoDecodedFrameRate

Decoded video frame rate from the participant at the
given index.

Read
only

Conference.Participant.
<X>.Stats.
VideoDisplayedFrameRate

Displayed video frame rate from the participant at the
given index.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Transmit.Video

The bandwidth used by transmitted Video for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Transmit.Audio

The bandwidth used by transmitted Audio for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Transmit.App

The bandwidth used by transmitted Apps for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Transmit.
TotalAvail

The total available bandwidth for transmission for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Transmit.Total

The total bandwidth transmitted for the conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Receive.Video

The bandwidth used by received Video for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Receive.Audio

The bandwidth used by received Audio for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Receive.App

The bandwidth used by received Apps for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Receive.
TotalAvail

The total available bandwidth for received data for the
conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
Bandwidth.Receive.Total

The total bandwidth received for the conference.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.Encode.
Resolution.Width

The current video encode resolution width.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.Encode.
Resolution.Height

The current video encode resolution height.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.IFrames

The current number of Iframes.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.FPS.
CaptureFrameRate

Current capture frame rate.

Read
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.Stats.
FPS.EncodeFrameRate

Current encode frame rate.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.
FPS.SendFrameRate

Current send frame rate.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.Num
FIRS

Number of FIRS.

Read
only

Conference.Stats.Num
Nacks

Total number of Nacks.

Read
only

Conference.MaxVisible
Participants

Sets the number of maximum visible participants within
the total number of maximum visible participants that is
configured for each display in the Admin UI. The
number must be a value between 0 and 96.

Read /
Write

Note 96 will only be used for VidyoPanorama 600
with six displays and when each display is set
to 16 tiles. However, if VidyoPanorama 600 is
configured to show only four tiles on all six
displays, 96 will not be able to be used.
To reset back to automatic, use 999.
Note The maximum number of participants cannot be
more than what is configured within the Admin
UI.
Conference.
DisplayPreferred

Whether preferred option is on – yes or no.

Read /
Write

Conference.ID

Gets the Entity ID of the conference.

Read
only

Conference.
IdentifyDisplays

Displays the ID on the monitor for five seconds.

Read
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.
Participant.Stream.
<StreamId>.Display.
<DisplayNo>.Pin

Pins the participant identified by Stream ID to the given
Display ID.

Write
only

Display ID’s are 1 based and the above request can be
used to identify the Displays.
Stream ID of a particular participant can be obtained
from Conference.Participant.Summary.
e.g., Conference.Participant.Stream.12.Display.3.Pin
Here 12 is the Stream ID and 3 is the Display ID.
Note To unpin the participant, send the same request
but with the display number set to 0.

Conference.IsModerated

Returns Yes if the conference is moderated and
requires a moderator pin. No otherwise.

Read
only

Conference.ModeratorPin
[ModeratorPin]

Used to input a moderator PIN for the session. 0
removes the PIN. Use IsModerated to find if the room
requires a PIN and then use this API to input the PIN
before using the following APIs.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Video.Silence

Video mute all participants. Participants can unmute
themselves.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Audio.Silence

Audio mute all participants. Participants can unmute
themselves.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Audio.Mute

Audio mute all participants. Participants cannot unmute
themselves.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Audio.UnMute

Audio unmute all participants.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Video.Mute

Video mute all participants. Participants cannot unmute
themselves.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Video.UnMute

Video unmute all participants.

Write
only

Conference.Participant.
<participantID>.Audio.
Mute

Audio mute a specific participant identified by
participantID.

Write
only

Conference.Participant.
<participantID>.Audio.
UnMute

Audio unmute a specific participant identified by
participantID.

Write
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Conference.Participant.
<participantID>.Video.
Mute

Video mute a specific participant identified by
participantID.

Write
only

Conference.Participant.
<participantID>.Video.
UnMute

Video unmute a specific participant identified by
participantID.

Write
only

Conference.
Participant.Disconnect

Disconnect all participants in a conference.

Write
only

Conference.Participant.
<participantID>.
Disconnect

Disconnect a specific participant identified by
participantID.

Write
only

Cameras Status Data
The Cameras status data relates to active cameras. The Camera status data includes items
relating to capture and encoding. You can also use Request <id> Status.CameraIRMode to
request the status of the camera’s IR mode (daylight or auto).
Data Item

Definition

Status

Camera.NumberOf

The number of cameras (video capture devices) currently
active on the system. Typically this is set to 1 when the
camera has been identified and 0 if no camera is active.

Read
only

Camera.<X>.Select

Selects the appropriate camera from the list of available
devices.

Write
only

Camera.<X>.
DeviceName

The device name for camera at index X of the video
capture devices table.

Read
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Camera.<X>.State

Indicates whether or not the camera is capturing. If the
camera is not capturing, this typically means that it has
been muted. Possible values:

Read
only

 Active
 Inactive
If there is only one camera, it will always be active.
Therefore, we will always return 1.
However, if there is ever more than one camera, one or
more of the cameras may be active. This will be
determined by VidyoClient by looking at the captured
frame rate and updating the current Camera field.
Additionally, a new message will be generated whenever
the active camera changes.
Camera.<X>.Pan

Sets the pan positions of the camera. Possible values:

 Left

Write
only

 Right
Camera.<X>.Tilt

Gets / Sets the tilt positions of the camera. Possible
values:

Write
only

 Up
 Down
Camera.<X>.Zoom

Gets / Sets the zoom positions of the camera. Possible
values:

Write
only

 In
 Out
Camera.<X>.Mute.
Local

Indicates whether the camera has been locally muted
(Privacy). Possible values:

Read /
Write

 Yes, if camera is locally muted
 No, if camera has not been locally muted
Camera.<X>.Mute.
Remote

Indicates whether the camera has been remotely muted
(Privacy) by the portal. Possible values:

 Yes, if camera is remotely muted
 No, if camera has not been remotely muted
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Camera.<X>.
CaptureRate

The capture rate of the camera in frames-per-second.

Read
only

Note The API will return the capture rate of the active
camera regardless of the index sent.
Camera.<X>.Encode.
ModeWidth*Height*
FrameRate*

Sets the camera’s encode resolution in the form of width,
height, and frame rate.

Write
only

Camera.<X>.
Encode.Mode

Returns the camera’s encode resolution in the form of
width, height, and frame rate.

Read
only

Camera.IRMode

Returns the camera mode. Possible values:

Read
only

 DayLight
 Auto

Shares Status Data
The Shares status data relates to shares being made from the current VidyoRoom. Currently
there is only one Share available for the VidyoRoom, but in anticipation of multiple capture
devices being available in the future, a list of devices is made available.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Share.NumberOf

The number of Shares being shared by this VidyoRoom.

Read
only

Share.<X>.Name

The device name or window name for the Share at index X Read
of the shares table.
only

Share.<X>.Mute.
Local

Triggered when the local VidyoRoom starts or stops
sharing. It is possible (as described above) to start / stop
sharing without having the source actually connected
(determined by the state status).

Read /
Write

 Yes, if Share is started
 No, if Share is stopped
Share.<X>.
LocalContentPreview
.Encode.Mode
Width*Height*Frame
Rate*

Sets the local content encode resolution in the form of
width, height, and frame rate.
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Share.<X>.Local
ContentPreview.
Encode.Mode

Returns the local content encode resolution in the form of
width, height, and frame rate.

Read
only

Share.<X>.Local
ContentPreview.Mute

Turns local content preview on or off.

Read /
Write

 Yes, if preview is to be stopped
 No, if preview is to be started

Share.<X>.Local
ContentPreview.
Select

Selects the appropriate device or application to share
content in the call.

Write
only

The following Remote Control API events indicate if a remote participant is sharing content into
the conference and if the other participants in the conference are currently viewing the content.
Data Item

Definition

RemoteShareAdded

Indicates that the remote participant has started sharing
content.

RemoteShareRemoved

Indicates that the remote participant has stopped sharing
content.

ActiveRemoteShareChanged

Indicates that one of the participants in the conference has
toggled between shares when two participants in the
conference are sharing content simulataneously.

Microphones Status Data
The Microphones status data relates to active microphones on the VidyoRoom. Currently there
is only one microphone available for the VidyoRoom, but in anticipation of multiple capture
devices being available in the future, a list of microphones is supported.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Microphone.
NumberOf

The number of microphones currently active on the
system. Currently, this would be 1 if a microphone is
connected to the VidyoRoom and 0 otherwise.

Read
only

Microphone.<X>.
Name

The microphone device name at index X of the shares
table.

Read
only
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Microphone.<X>.
State

Indicates whether or not the microphone is active.
Possible values:

Read
only

 Active
 Inactive
Microphone.<X>.
Mute.Local

Indicates whether the microphone has been locally muted.
Possible values:

Read /
Write

 Yes, if the microphone is locally muted
 No, if the microphone has not been locally muted
Microphone.<X>.
Mute.Remote

Indicates whether the microphone has been locally muted.
Possible values:

Read
only

 Yes, if the microphone is locally muted
 No, if the microphone has not been locally muted
Microphone.<X>.
Level

Provides the current microphone gain control level.
Microphone gain levels are provided in the range of 0 to
65,535; therefore, values should be in the multiples of 655.

Read /
Write

Speakers Status Data
The Speaker status data relates to active speakers on the VidyoRoom. Currently there is only
one audio playback device (speaker) available for the VidyoRoom, but in anticipation of multiple
output devices being available in the future, a list of speakers is supported.
Data Item

Definition

Status

Speaker.NumberOf

The number of speakers currently active on the system.
Currently, this would be 1 if an audio output device is
connected to the VidyoRoom and 0 otherwise.

Read
only

Speaker.<X>.Name

The speaker device name at index X of the shares table.

Read
only

Speaker.<X>.State

Indicates whether or not the speaker is active. Possible
values:

Read
only

 Active
 Inactive
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Data Item

Definition

Status

Speaker.<X>.Mute.
Local

Indicates whether the speaker has been locally muted.
Possible values:

Read /
Write

 Yes, if the speaker is locally muted
 No, if the speaker has not been locally muted
Speaker.<X>.Mute.
Remote

Indicates whether the speaker has been locally muted.
Possible values:

Read
only

 Yes if the speaker is locally muted
 No if the speaker has not been locally muted
Speaker.<X>.Level

Provides the current speaker volume. The range for
speaker volume control is 0 to 65535.

Read /
Write

Note If the request is sent with no number defined, the
speaker level will be set to 0.
Speaker.<X>.
LevelPercent

Provides the current speaker volume in percentage. The
range for speaker volume control is 0 to 100.

Read /
Write

Note If the request is sent with no number defined, the
speaker percentage level will be set to 0.

Room Status Data
The Room status indicates if the room is locked and it also can be used to set the room PIN. For
Windows 10 only, use Request <id> Status RoomSystem.Mode to obtain the room mode
(kiosk or appliance).
Data Item

Definition

Status

Room.<RoomName>.
Locked

Indicates if the room is locked. Possible values:

Read /
write

 Yes
 No

Room.<RoomEntityId>.
Pin

Sets the Room PIN.
If specified as Empty (“”), Room PIN is removed.
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Data Item

Definition

Status

RoomSystem.Mode

Returns the room mode. Possible values:

Read only

 Kiosk
 Appliance
Note This API applies to Windows 10 only and will
return NOK (failure) with Windows 7.

Entity Status Data
Data Item

Definition

Status

Entity.EntityID.
<EntityID>

Gets Information about the EntityId in the format [Address
<Entity Id> <Entity Type> <Display name> <Extension>
<Status> <Room status> <PIN required> <in favorites>
<Room Locked> <Email Address>\n]

Read only

Example Scenarios
This section lists some common usage scenarios of the VidyoRoom Remote Control API.

Joining a Conference
The Controller, on behalf of the user, searches the database for the destination address. This is
done using the Addresses request as follows:
 Request 123 Addresses “J M” User Ascending 0 5
 Address 1/7 “James Mayer” User James 123 offline no yes no Default empty
 Address 2/7 “Jim Max” User “Jim Max” 124123-12397 offline no yes no
Default empty
 Address 3/7 “Jim Moore” User Jim 12344 busy no yes no Default empty
 Address 4/7 JohnMiller Room “John \”the big guy\” Miller” 5543 busy no
yes no Default occupied
 Address 5/7 “Julia Morton” User Julia 23123 available no yes no Default
empty
 OK 123

The Controller brings the VidyoRoom into a conference. This is done by sending the Request
Join:
 Request Join Name “Jim Moore”
 OK
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The VidyoRoom checks that the command can be executed by checking for proper state, and
executes the command. The VidyoRoom immediately sends an OK indicating the command has
been executed. The OK is sent without waiting for the VidyoRoom to actually enter the
conference. Instead, Status updates are provided with the Call State progressing to Joined.
 Status Call.State Joining
 Status Call.State Joined

If the call is not connected, state updates will progress back to the Idle state.
 Status Call.State Joining
 Status Call.State Leaving
 Status Call.State Idle

Answering an Incoming Call
When an incoming invite for a point-to-point call is received by the VidyoRoom, the Controller is
notified and is given the chance to respond with an “Answer” or “Reject” request.
The incoming call is indicated by an event followed by the call status changes in which the
Controller is registered to.
 Event Invite Call “User Display Name”
 Status Call.State Ringing
 Status Call.Peer “User Display Name”

The Controller may now respond within the call timeout. In this example, the Controller accepts
the incoming call.





Request Answer Accept
OK
Status Call.State Joining
Status Call.State Joined

Note By the time the call is answered, it may already time out. In this case, the call state will
return to the Idle state despite the request to Answer the call.
 Request 09876 Answer Accept
 OK 09876
 Status Call.State Idle

Conference Disconnection
If a call is disconnected by the remote peer or if the VidyoRoom is disconnected from a
conference by an operator or due to loss of network connectivity, multiple status changes take
place.
As an example, the following takes place when a call is disconnected by the remote peer.
 Status Call.State Leaving
 Status Call.State Idle
 Status Message “Other party disconnected the call”
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Muting the Microphone
The Controller can mute the microphone on the VidyoRoom by sending a Set request and a
value to set. The value setting causes the microphone to mute.
The following is an example of a microphone mute exchange. Once the value is changed and
the microphone is muted, a status update is sent to the Controller.
 Request Set Microphone.1.Mute.Local Yes
 OK
 Status Microphone.1.Mute Yes

Stopping the Video When a Share is Started
The following is an example which shows some logic that is beyond basic UI and control. The
Controller is set to mute the video when a document is shared.





Status Call.Share.State Active
Request Set Camera.1.Mute.Local Yes
OK
Status Camera.1.Mute Yes

Sending Standard Remote Control Key Presses
The Controller can send key presses simulating a standard VidyoRoom remote control or a
keyboard attached to a VidyoRoom system. The following is an example of the Controller
simulating the Manage key on the remote control being pressed and then the Privacy key on the
remote control being pressed.





Request 2221 Keypress Remote 77
OK 2221
Request 2222 Keypress Remote 80
OK 2222
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Appendix A. Vidyo API Agreement
Vidyo, Inc. (“Vidyo”) provides this Application Programming Interface to you (the “API”)
subject to the following terms and conditions. If you are unwilling to agree to all of the
following terms and conditions, do not use the API. Your use of the API will constitute
your acceptance of the terms set forth below.
1. The API contains a variety of materials, which may include programs in object or source code
(collectively, the “Code”), interface definitions, and/or documentation regarding programming
interfaces between third party hardware and software products (the “Third Party Products”) and
one or more Vidyo products (“Vidyo Products"). The API is intended to serve as a guide for
writing programs to interact with Vidyo Products.
2. License: You are licensed to use the API contents to create and distribute software
(“Interface Software”) solely for use in creating an interface between Vidyo Products and Third
Party Products. Vidyo retains ownership of the API, including without limitation all patents,
copyrights and other intellectual property rights therein.
3. Restrictions: You may not (i) modify, create derivative works of, reverse engineer, reverse
compile, or disassemble the Code or permit any third party, including your end users, to do
same, except that you may modify and create derivative works of any sample code included in
the API contents solely for use in creation of the Interface Software; (ii) distribute the Code
except as part of the Interface Software executable; (iii) distribute API contents, except as
incorporated in the Interface Software; or (iii) use the API to develop software to upload or
otherwise transmit any material containing software viruses or other computer code, files or
programs designed to interrupt, destroy, or limit the functionality of any software or hardware.
4. Indemnification: You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless Vidyo, and any of its
directors, officers, employees, affiliates or agents, from and against any and all claims, losses,
damages, liabilities and other expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees), arising from your
modification and distribution of the Code or breach of the terms of this Vidyo API Agreement.
5. You may not represent that the programs you develop using the API are certified or otherwise
endorsed by Vidyo. You may not use the Vidyo name or any other trademarks or service marks
of Vidyo in connection with the Interface Software, except to identify connectivity to a Vidyo
Product as part of a menu of options.
6. You will not receive any Vidyo support for the API or any other services from Vidyo in
connection with the API. If you have purchased support for a Vidyo Product, such support shall
not apply to the API or your use of the API.
7. Term: This Agreement shall continue as long as you are in compliance with the terms
specified herein. You may terminate this Agreement at any time. Vidyo may terminate this
Agreement at any time upon the provision of 10 days prior written notice upon any uncured
breach of this Agreement by you. The Limitations of Warranties and Liability and
Indemnification sections set out in this Agreement shall survive any termination or expiration of
this Agreement.
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8. Limitations of Warranties and Liability: THE API IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, VIDYO DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL VIDYO
BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF USE,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF DATA, OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE API OR YOUR USE
OF THE API, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT,
TORT, NEGLIGENCE, PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE PRECEDING LIMITATION MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU.
THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED
BY APPLICABLE LAW, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER VIDYO HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY
FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
VIDYO'S LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE API PROVIDED HEREUNDER WILL NOT, IN ANY
EVENT, EXCEED US $10.00.
9. These terms are governed by the laws of the State of New Jersey and the United States of
America without regard to conflict of laws principles. You may not assign any part of this
Agreement without the prior written consent of Vidyo. Any attempted assignment without
consent shall be void. These terms constitute the entire agreement between you and Vidyo with
respect to the API, and supersede all prior written or oral communications, understandings and
agreements. Any waiver of these terms must be in writing to be effective. If any provision of
these terms is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining terms will continue to be valid
and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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